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Leeds Art Collections Fund
This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts. The
Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular funds for
buying works of art for the Leeds collection. We want more
subscribing members to give one and a half guineas or upwards
each year.
Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and Temple
Newsam; receive your Arts Calendar free each quarter; receive
invitations to all functions, private views and organised visits
to places of interest, by writing for an application form to the
Hon. Treasurer,
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RECEIPT ACOUISI? IOJV
William Callouj (1812—1908l t Ehrenbreitstein
and
Coblentz, Water-colour, 18$ x 25$ inches.
Signed and dated 1839.
Painted from sketches made during a tour of the Rhineland in 1838. Exhibited at the Royal Society of Painters
in Water-colours, 1939. Bought 1961.

As this issue of the Calendar goes to press
the Festival Exhibitions of Glass and Prints
are being dismantled and the material
returned to its owners. The Autumn period
one hesistates to call it "the Fall" in the
life cycle of an exhibition is usually rather
a sad one, so many things that one has
enjoyed looking at and that would have
fitted perfectly into the permanent collection are handled for the last time. It also
provides an opportunity for reassessment;
how good was the exhibition, what could
have made it better and how successful
was the method of display?
Glass, like silver, is very hard to show
satisfactorily and often the finest pieces are
the easiest to lose in the background. We
came to the conclusion that a neutral coloured fabric would be the best answer for
most of the glass we were to show, but it
did not throw off the more delicate engraving which really needed something
dark behind it. The difficulty was that
without concocting some sort of display
consisting of darks and lights, which might
in the end have looked merely clever,
there did not seem much we could do.
There is always the third dimension to be
reckoned with too, and very probably in
only one viewing position would the dark
areas have been seen behind the right
pieces. This then must be accepted as a
display problem we did not manage to
solve. Perhaps we can claim, though, to
have been completely successful with the
stained glass. This most important section
of the exhibition gave us more heartaches
than any other in the early days of planning when it seemed doubtful if we should
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the University the better it must be for
ever get enough pieces, of the quality we
the city.
wanted, to make sense. As it turned out we
Leeds is indeed becoming quite a centre
need not have worried on this score and
our inspired technical staff were able to for prints both the making and the displaying of them. The main concern of the
do justice to the wealth of material preArt Gallery is, of course, the latter; the old
sented to them. In fact the creation of the
masters may be enjoyed in the Print Room
was one of their
windows
temporary
and Art Library and the greater part of the
masterpieces, worth study in itself. Would
new picture-lending scheme will consist of
credit
it be too animistic to claim a little
confor want of a better description
for the house itself which always seems so
temporary prints. Many of these are by
very accommodating on these occasions?
The other Festival exhibition, Prints, or artists having strong connections in one
way or another with the College of Art.
as we sub-titled it, 'Print-making as a fine
art since the fifteenth century', at the Art While on the subject of prints members of
the Leeds Art Collections Fund might like
Gallery must have been one of the most
to be forewarned that in July 1962 we
comprehensive ever put on. Again we were
hope to put on a large exhibition, sponvery lucky in getting all the things that
sored by the Labour Party, of modern
were essential to the theme of the show and
prints from all over the world. It promises
one cannot help feeling that both private
to be full of interest and should be an
owners and public bodies are generously
to the Festival
effective complement
disposed towards Leeds. Long may this
exhibition.
state of affairs last as inevitably we depend
Finally a word about sculpture. Many
upon them so much for our pleasures.
months ago Lord Harewood kindly agreed
From the display point of view the worst
to lend Epstein's great figures "Genesis"
hazard was that the galleries might present
a postage stamp effect repulsive to visitors. and "Adam" to be shown at the gallery
So many of the finest prints are tiny and during the Festival. At that time we
thought that the new sculpture room
we hoped by judicious grouping to entice
would be ready to receive them. In the
people to come near enough to enjoy them.
The College of Art was most helpful and event, however, it had not even been
its display of prints in various stages of started and it proved practicable to put
"Genesis" only on show. This was a great
production,
apart from the intriguing
but recently things have
disappointment
demonstrations
of printing techniques
at last taken a turn for the better; building
staged during luncheon hours, clearly did
work has actually begun. Although we can
much to help that sense of intimacy with
a medium which is such a sound basis of now begin to see plans materialising further
appreciation. We owe the College a lot comment on the scheme is no doubt better
left for a later editorial.
and the more working contact we have
with it and the Fine Art Department of
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Medieval
Stained
Glass

Wli

and the York
by

3ohn Lowe

'School'f

Glass-Painting

2.

The seventeen panels of English stained
in the recent "Glass" exhibition at Temple Newsam not only showed

The flight from Sodom,
a panel from one of the

glass included

in the Jlorth
Choir Aisle of Canterbury
Cathedral. Early thirteenth-

one further example of the uses which
artists and craftsmen have made of this
brilliant material, but also gave a concise
survey of English glass-painting from the
fourteenth century to the present day. No
exhibition of this size could illustrate the
whole history of English stained glass. It is
hoped, however, that the panels shown at
Temple Newsam will have aroused in
many people a new awareness of this
splendid art and encouraged them to seek
out the many fine windows which still
exist in cathedrals and churches all over
England.
The art of stained glass is inseparably
linked with architecture. The best stained
glass windows are those which are not only
beautiful in themselves but which are also
in perfect harmony with their architectural
surroundings. For this reason, though an
exhibition of individual panels may give
pleasure and stimulate interest, stained
glass can only be fully appreciated when
seen in its original architectural setting.
Glass is a fragile material and much
English stained glass has been destroyed
or severely damaged by the forces of
nature, the zealous hand of the iconoclast
and, worst of all, by neglect. A great
number of English cathedrals and churches
have lost their medieval glass and, of what
remains, much is fragmentary and jumbled. Many windows now require both
patience and some knowledge to appreciate
their original beauty and meaning.
Those who live in or near York are
particularly fortunate in this respect for
the medieval windows in the Minster and
the parish churches of York are more
numerous and better preserved than those

'Poor Man's

Bible'rindouis

century.

of any other town in England. It has been

said, with some truth, that there is more
existing fourteenth and fifteenth century
stained glass in York than in the rest of
this country. Certainly, no other cathedral
and but few parish churches still possess
such a complete and extensive medieval
glazing scheme as that existing in York
Minster.
York can make other claims to an
important place in the history of English
stained glass. At least from the fourteenth
century it was one of the most flourishing
centres in England, supglass-painting
porting several firms of glaziers and making
stained glass for churches scattered over a
wide area. Study of the York glaziers,
better
are somewhat
whose activities
than those of other glassdocumented
painting centres, has thrown much light
on medieval and later glazing practices in
England. + In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when religious changes
and many other causes led to the decline
of glass-painting, the strong tradition of
the York 'School'hrough the work of such
important glass-painters as Henry Gyles
(1645—1709) helped to keep the art alive,
while in the eighteenth century no one
contributed more to its revival than William
Peckitt (1731—95), the leading glasspainter of his day. For such reasons York
is one of the best towns in England, rivalled
only by Oxford, in which to study the
development of English stained glass.
The exact origins of the art of stained
The earliest
glass are still unknown.
existing windows in France and Germany
date back to the eleventh century, though
earlier documentary evidence suggests that

* J. A. Knowles,
School

1959).

of the Torh
1936 (2nd ed.,

Essays in the History

of Glass-Painting,

London,

forms of patterned glazing with
coloured glass were used in churches as
early as the third or fourth century. In
England the earliest existing piece of glass
is a panel in York Minster showing a
seated king from a "Tree of Jesse". It is
dated about 1150 from its close stylistic
resemblance to the "Jesse" window commissioned by Abbot Suger for St.-Denis in
the mid-twelfth century. The only other
early glass in the Minster is another
twelfth century panel showing "Daniel in
the Lions'en", some borderwork in the
nave clerestory and the "Five Sisters"
window in the North Transept. These five
tall lancets are glazed with mid-thirteenth
century grisaille glass, the black enamel
painting and intricate leading forming
geometrical patterns on white glass.
The full achievement of English twelfth
and thirteenth century glass-painting can
now only be seen at Canterbury Cathedral,
and to a lesser extent in the remains of
early glass at Lincoln. At Canterbury
enough survives of the noble series of late
twelfth and early thirteenth century figures
"Christ's
representing
descent
from
Adam", and of the magnificent thirteenth
century medallion windows illustrating
"The Poor Man's Bible" and the "Life
and Miracles of St. Thomas Becket", to
show that this was the greatest period of
English glass-painting and the time when
glass and architecture achieved their most
perfect harmony. The lancet window, unbroken by mullions and tracery, provided
the ideal framework for the glass-painter'
art, and the glowing red and blue tones
and the strong stylised painting of this
early glass perfectly balanced the massiveness of Norman architecture.
The medallion windows at Canterbury
illustrate two other outstanding qualities
of early stained glass. Not only is the style
of painting in the individual panels a
perfect expression of the stories they have
to tell, but also seen from a distance the
individual parts of the design, held together by crisp, foliated backgrounds and
wide borders, form a unified and glowing
pattern of colour, the basic design boldly
emphasised by the heavy outlines of the
supporting iron armature.
The pictorial panels at Canterbury are
painted with a greater power and direct-
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The Mauley Window, showing scenes
martyrdom and
members of the donor's family, from the cmouth .Vave Aisle,
2 ork Minster. Early fourteenth-century.
( The vvindow
was heavily restored in 1903, but it shows clearly the
basic design oj'his type of window.)

ness than those of any other period in the
history of English stained glass. The
dramatic force of this highly stylised
painting is increased by its simplicity and
the ability of the early glass-painter to
select the significant detail; a gift that
marks the good story-teller in both literature and painting. A good example of this
distillation of dramatic effect can be seen
in the panel showing "Lot's flight from
Sodom" (Figure 2). The scene is divided
into three parts. The turbulence and fear
seen in the burning city of Sodom and the
fleeing figures of Lot and his two sisters are
brilliantly emphasised by the statuesque
figure of Lot's wife, petrified in cold white

'salt-white'ree above her head
adding a startlingly emphatic detail.
There are many beautiful stained glass
detail and
full of charming
windows,
inconographical interest, dating from the
and fifteenth centuries. But
fourteenth
judged by the achievements of earlier glasspainting, there is from the fourteenth
century onwards a slow but gradual decline leading to the eventual decadence of
the art in the sixteenth century and later.
The development of Decorated and Perpendicular architecture produced larger
windows, broken by complicated designs
of mullions and tracery which left the
glazier with disjointed and awkward areas
of space to be filled. The increase in the
size of windows reflected a desire for more
light which led to a much greater use of
white glass, so that by the fifteenth century
white predominated over all other colours
and the glowing intensity of early glass
linear,
was lost. Finally, the strongly
stylised painting of the thirteenth century,
twoto this essentially
so well-suited
dimensional
art, was discarded by the
glass-painter in the fatal attempt to follow
naturalism
of the late
the increasing
easelmedieval
and early renaissance
painter.
The early fourteenth
century nave
windows in York Minster show one new
form of design developed by the glasspainter to fill an area broken by mullions
and tracery and to admit more light by an
increased use of white glass. Figures or
scenes set under tall canopies stretch
across the three lights of the windows in
two bands of colour. These are set against
a ground composed of white quarries
painted in grisaille with flowing foliage
which weaves among the trellis of the
leading, and relieved with small coloured
medallions or heraldic shields (Figure 2).
The possible monotony of such an arrangement is seen in the repetitious design of the
chapel windows at Merton College, Oxford, which date from about 1300. At
York, however, the severe contrast beand the
tween the vertical mullions
horizontal line of the panels is relieved,
and the overall design of the three lights
pulled together, by making such variations
in the basic design as raising the height
of the central canopies, varying the width
glass, a
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Two kneeling donors, 1Villiam Cele and his wife Matilda,
a tracery light, possibly from a church in Suffolk and now

in the

Victoria and Albert

Exhib.:
183.

?emPle

Museum. Fourteenth-century.
House,
1961,

JVewsam

'Glass'o.

of the borders, and sometimes by adding
an extra panel at the base of the window.
Turning to the content of these windows
one finds the charm and interest of four-

teenth century glass-painting in the representation of medieval life sharpened by
touches of satire and humour which reflect
the increased human sentiment infusing
the art of this period. Apart from many
the New Testament
panels illustrating
and the lives of such saints at St. Katherine
life is
and St. Nicholas, contemporary
shown in the activities of the bellfounders
and the penancers, while the pageantry

of the age

8

is recalled in the many fine
armorial shields and the small figures with
heraldic surcoats which stand in the
central borders of the "Peter de Dene"
window. The actual painting of these York
windows and much other English fourteenth century glass still retains something
of the simplicity and directness of the
thirteenth century and this almost rugged
quality was well illustrated in the tracery
light showing two kneeling donors (Figure
4) exhibited at Temple Newsam.
By the beginning of the fifteen century
the glass-painter had developed a highly
naturalistic
style. The figures of St.
Stephen (Figure 5) and St. Lawrence from
Herefordshire, of St. Peter from Norwich
and the York St. Andrew shown at
Temple Newsam, are far removed from the
schematic figures at Canterbury. They are
essentially human figures and the painting
of their clothes and features shows a full
use of highlights, smear shading and carefully modelled draperies, all of which show
the growing inHuence of the easel-painter
on the English glass-painter. At York, as
elsewhere in England, the mullions of
Perpendicular
windows divide ranks of
tall saints and other sacred persons, set
against alternating red and blue diapered
grounds which contrast with the elaborate
architectural
canopies and shaftings of
white glass and yellow stain which surround them.
The same naturalism is found in the
narrative windows of the fifteenth century,
where rows of panels also set under canopies illustrate the Bible, the lives of saints
and various aspects of Christian dogma,
drawing more and more of their detail

5.

St.

Stephen, from the
rhapel of Hampton
Court, Herefordshire,
and nou in the Victoria
and Albert Museum.
Fifteenth-century.
Exhib.: Temple Xewsam
House, 1961,

184.

'Glass'o.

from contemporary medieval life. There
are many of this kind of window in York,
varying in size and subject matter from
John Thornton's great East Window in the
Minster depicting with unusual imagination the "Apocalypse", to the strange
"Prykke of Conscience" window in All
Saints, North Street, which illustrates with
a forceful literalness the last days and
destruction of the world.
It would be impossible to here describe
the full variety of fifteenth century stained
glass and its complex iconography. Apart
from the wealth of glass in York there are a
number of other 'schools'f this period
whose glass is marked by special qualities
and characteristics. None is more charming nor more perfectly expresses the mood
of its period than the glass of the Norwich
'School'. Its quaint realism is seen in the
homely details of the nativity panels at
St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich, and at East
and
Harling, while the accoutrements
feathered raiment of the small angels
which fill the tracery lights (Figure 6) show
the glass-painter's debt to the settings and
costumes of medieval drama. More splendid and sophisticated are the scattered
remains of the Westminster 'School', John
Prudde, the King's Glazier's glass at the
Beauchamp Chapel, Warwick, and the
richly painted figures at Stamford, whose
exceptional quality indicates a London
origin. The diversity of existing English
glass-painting of all periods is enormous,
and this brief article, like the exhibition
at Temple Newsam, can only hope to
arouse interest and encourage more people
to enjoy the wealth of this magnificent
medieval art for themselves.
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An Angel plaving a lute,
of the JVorunch 'School',
noco in the Victoria and
Albert Museum. T'ifteenthcenturp. Exhib.: Temple
JVetosam House, 1961,
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Calendar of Notable
Temple Newsam House
Open daily, including Sundays,
October to April, 11.30a.m. to dusk
May to September, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.
Wednesday,
Paintings, furniture, ceramics and silver
from the permanent collection will be on show
during the winter months

City Art Gallery
Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.
Sunday, 2.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.
Bruno Bobak
February 1 to March 4

An exhibition of paintings

and drawings

Drautings from the Rudolf C,ollection
March 17 to April 7
An exhibition circulated by the Arts Council
and comprising some 200 works, including
Dutch, French and Italian drawings and also
some from other European schools

7en Talks about Paintings
Thursdays, 1.5 p.m. to 1.30 p.m.
January 18
January 25

Robert Rowe
'Sublime

Marco Ricci
Landscape'y

John Bradshaw

'Praxitella'y

Lewis

Wyndham

John Sweetman
'On the River
John Sell Cotman
February 8 George Mc Tague
'Romantic
James Pryde
February

1

Yare'y

Landscape'y

February

15 Christopher Gilbert
'View of
Julius Caesar Ibbetson
February 22 John Sweetman
'Harmony in Blue and
James A. McNeil Whistler
March 1
George McTague
'Storm off
J. van Ruisdael
March 8
Robert Rowe
'River Scene'y Alfred Sisley
March 15
Christopher Gilbert
'Sunrise between
Graham Sutherland
March 22
John Bradshaw
'Blackbird of
W. R. Sickert
Ullswater'y

White'y

Egmond-aan-zee'y

Hedges'y

Paradise'y

7. 7 emple

JVevvsam House

detail. 1699 engraving.

Evt-:

.nts in Yorkshire Galleries
Other Exhibitions
Bradford

International Union of Architects
Delius Centenary Festival
Birthday Celebrations

January 6 to February 4
January 29

Batley

"Ecole de Paris" (A.G.)
Batley School of Art: Art Masters'xhibition
Twentieth-century
Sculpture (V. & A.)

January 13 to January 27
February
March 17 to April 1

Brighouse

Sowerby Bridge Grammar School, Art Exhibition
Sevres Porcelain (V. &. A.)
Brighouse Photographic Society

January 6 to February 3
January 13 to March 12
February 17 to March 17

Doncaster

Doll Exhibition
British Ropes Art Competition
Doncaster Art Club
Doncaster Camera Club

to January 14
January 20 to February 3
February 10 to March 11
March 15 to April 8

—

1961

Harrogate

Hanoverians in Caricature
Harrogate School of Art:

Huddersfield

The Italian Renaissance (V. & A.)
Artists'nternational
Association 1962

(A.G.)

January 5 to January 21
March 3 to March 25

Students'ork

Foreign Museum & Art Gallery Posters
British Studio Pottery (V. &. A.)

January 13 to March 5
January 13 to February 3
March 7 to March 28
March 10 to April 30

Hull

East Yorkshire Artists'xhibition
Recent Australian Painting (A.C.)
Spanish Contemporary Painting (A.C.)

February 3 to March 18
February 17 to March 10
March 31 to April 21

Keighley

Since the War (A.C.)
Keighley 8'istrict Photographic

to January 21
March

Association

Rotherham

Trees (The Men of the Trees Exhibition)
Dresden Ghina (V. &. A.)
Britain in Watercolours (A.E.B.)
Flower Paintings (A.E.B.)

Scarborough

Original Prints of the French Impressionists

January

Modern Stained Glass (A.C.)

February 10 to March 3
March 4 to March 31

Sheffield

Drawings towards Painting (A.C.)
Royal Academy Diploma Pictures (A.C.)
Open Art Exhibition
Modern Stained Glass (A.C.)

to January 6
January 13 to February 3
January 20 to February 18
March 10 to March 31

Wakefield

West Riding Artists'xhibition

March 3 to April 7

York

Henry Moore

(V.

&.

A.)

New English Art Club

A.G.

= Arts

Council

(A.E.B.)

(A.E.B.)

—Maquettes

and Drawings

A.E.B. = Art Exhibitions Bureau

(A.C.)

to January 28
to February 25
February 3 to March 4
from March 10
I to

January 23

March 17 to April 7

V. & A.

= Victoria

& Albert Museum

Paul Nash
Paintings

8.

Paul Josh
The Shore, signed and
dated 1923, oil on camas,

26$ n 37$ inches.
bought

1946.

at Leeds

Paul Nash first visited Leeds in the
summer of 1914. A young man of some
twenty-five years, he had been on holiday
with his future wife, Margaret OOde, at
the home of their poet friend, Gordon
Bottomley, at Carnforth. They broke the
return journey to visit Charles Rutherston,
founder of the Rutherston loan collection
of the Manchester City Art Gallery, and
also at Leeds to see Sir Michael Sadler,

Vice-Chancellor of the University. Rutherston had introduced Sadler to the work of
the two brothers, John and Paul Nash, at a
small exhibition they had held at the
Dorien Leigh Gallery in South Kensington. Sadler was an important and infiuential patron. He collected, not only the
works of the rising generation of English
painters, but also the work of such imand controversial
continental
portant
figures as Kandinsky and Cezanne, whose
work was at that time hardly represented
at all in English collections. Doubtless Nash
was anxious to see the paintings which he
had assembled together and which he was
fond of showing to visitors at 41 Headingley
Lane. It may be that the modern pictures
which Nash saw at Manchester and Leeds
were important in the evolution of his
personal style but the visit almost coincided with another event which was to
have a vital and even more revolutionary

effect, both on his work and that of a
the
group of his contemporaries,
outbreak of war.
Surprisingly, perhaps, the war seems to
have had more eflect on the work of
English painters than on artists from the
countries which were actually ravaged by
fighting and it is the experience of the war
which distinguishes the English school of
the twenties, and Nash in particular, from
their continental
contemporaries
and
sources of inspiration. The Post-impressionist exhibitions, organised by Roger Fry,
at the Grafton Galleries in 1910 and 1912,
had introduced to English artistic circles
the concept of formal "beauty independent of subject matter suggestion" (a
phrase used by Nash in a letter to Bottomley), but it required the deep emotional
involvement
with a terrifying
human
conflict to give substantial power to the
English dilution of the cubist aesthetic.
Nash's aim as an artist, before the war,
had been to align himself with the English
tradition of the painter-poet; his background encouraged him to regard the
artist as occupying a specially reserved
enclosure for the cultivated contemplation
of the beauty of benign nature. He admired
Blake and more particularly Rosetti, the
visionaries and the dreamers, and, in his
earliest works, he had sought to create a
poetic world of the imagination in which
his fancy could range freely. The PreRaphaelite influence had been strengthened by contact with Sir William Blake
Richmond but, after Nash had left the
Slade school, was tempered by a return to
the tradition
of the English watercolourists. When his fellow-students were
enthusiastically
welcoming the new doctrines expounded
by Roger Fry, Nash
seems to have retreated to a standpoint of
conservatism and to have tamed the new
influences so that concepts like clarity,
simplicity and precision became the good
manners that invested his world with an
air of calm contentment, as though seen
from a point of view of well-bred detachment. These early watercolours have the
appearance of a work by Girtin or Cotman brought up to date and disciplined
to conform to the good taste of the landscape gardener; nature takes on an elegant
park-like manner.
whole

At first the war was an inconvenience
which prevented Nash from enjoying this
landscape at his leisure and his early days
in the army were comfortable but interfered with the artistic personality which
he had been creating for himself. When he
reached France, however, in February
1917, he saw a new and fearful landscape
where the hand of man, instead of nurturing its picturesque features, had pitted and
scarred and blighted. Nature remained a
beautifully
and tragically innocent reflection of human evil. Now clarity and
precision could really convey the power
of the vision which, at first, he described
in the words of his letters home and then,
as soon as possible, translated into drawings. This discipline was an advantage to
Nash; it meant that he had to learn to
absorb the landscape in his mind's eye
and to brood over it until he was able to
transfer it to paper. He had to learn to
take in the essentials of the scene and,
from this time onwards, he became interested in the bare bones of the landscape
and its elemental simplicity.
Unfortunately
Leeds does not possess
one of the actual war-time works, in spite
of Sadler's patronage and the interest of
Frank Rutter who was curator at Leeds
between 1913 and 1917. Nevertheless, the
collection is fortunate in possessing an
important work from the period immediately after the war when Nash's attitude
to landscape was still very much under the
influence of his war-time experiences and
also when the influences of French painting
were at their most evident.
This is the painting 7he Shore (fig. 8)
which has claim to be one of the finest of
the series which Nash painted at Dymchurch in the early twenties. He first
visited this little town on the Kent coast
in 1919, when visiting Raymonde Collignon, the French singer and diseuse, to
discuss the design of a cover for a songbook. The cubist simplicity of the landscape, the stark outline of the sea-wall,
appealed immediately to the painter whose
perceptiveness to the drama inherent in
the bareness of nature had been sharpened
by those experiences on the Ypres salient.
Early in the following year the Nashes took
a cottage at Dymchurch and, within the
next five years, perhaps encouraged by the

bracing air of the coastline, some twenty
to twenty-five drawings and paintings were
made of this landscape, the Leeds picture
occurring, 1923, in the middle of the series,
exact chronological
order is
although
difficult to establish and some of the
versions are irretrievably lost. It is a statement of the design in its simplest terms
before Nash went out of his way to introduce new elements and new compositional
problems to be solved.
The view which had so impressed him
was based on the long, spinal sweep of the
sea-wall, leading the eye in a series of
over the
angular, jerking movements
horizontal plane of the landscape and
across the vertical plane of the canvas into
distance at the upper left. Enclosed within
this curving, embracing wall is the level
expanse of the heavy, grey sea, whilst
to the right is
beyond the embankment
another grey expanse of soggy marsh-land,
threatened by the encroaching waves of
the relentless sea. The solid wedge of the
ramp links the two elements, jutting out to
sea, its sharp black shadow jutting into the
land, a strong, zig-zagging spearhead in
the foreground.
In the earliest versions of the design
Nash was mainly interested in the contrast
between the two elements, the struggle of
the sea against the bulwarks of the land,
the ceaseless flow of the waves against the
He has turned a
sluggish marshlands.
Cezannesque theme into a battle-piece;
for the basic elements, the unchanging,
classical geometry of the landscape, the
emphasis on cubic volume produced by the
high view-point, contrasted with the everchanging aspects of nature, are derived
from French art. It is close to Cezanne's
favourite theme of a solid mass of masonry,
a bridge or promontory, contrasted with
the fleeting reflection created by effects of
light and colour on the surface of pool or
stream. But whereas Cezanne clothes his
structures with light and air to paint the
warmth and splendour of nature, Nash
emphasises the menace and weight of the
enemy sea rolling against the man-made
wall. The literary element in his outlook
has intervened and, instead of the vibrant
sea which Turner or the impressionists
would have painted, he concentrates on
the role the breakers play in his drama until

they almost become personalities. In one
early version, Coast Scene, the sea becomes a
geometrical
arrangement
of curving,
swelling, waves which fold over in long,
heavy, rhythmic whorls. In later years he
was to develop this idea, as Sir Philip
Hendy pointed out in the foreword to the
catalogue of the Paul Nash exhibition held
at Temple Newsam in 1943, where,
describing the York painting, Winter Sea,
he says Nash "folds the waves of a leaden
sea literally into folds of lead", a striking
and surrealist image.
the Dymchurch
through
Gradually
series, however, the heavy, swollen sea
begins to lose this dramatic forcefulness
until, in the Leeds version, the tide has
retreated and the shore stretches away into
a limitless and calm distance. It is the
peaceful moment after the struggle, washed
clean by the retreating tide, empty, bare,
could not be
stark. The composition
simpler and its rigid construction is barely
softened by the quiet brush-strokes of the
transitions.
Three
breakwaters
tonal
appear behind the ramp to link the sea to
the curved embrace of the sea wall. The
spearhead of the ramp itself, its nearside
wall in black, mysterious shadow, meeting
the softer line of the cast shadow, thrusts
its way triumphantly towards the receding
sea. This impressive use of shadow may
well be the result of Nash's experiments
with wood-cut which he had also employed
to describe the scene in simple terms of
black and white. In the Leeds painting he
captures something of the directness of
this method so that the underlying drama
is more easily and readily expressed in the
clear and simple masses of colour.
The starkness of the scene is, as it were,
a parallel to the bare image of a No Man'
Land, shorn of human life, shining in the
dawn after a night of battle. The stress of
the horizontals is a key-note in Nash's
work which first occurs in the war paintings; the dark shadows zig-zag like the
trenches of the battlefields,
gashes in
Nature's skin; the black uprights of the
breakwaters are like the stumps of withered
trees. There is no direct reference to war
but the experience has so affected his
vision that nature is no longer pleasing
and comforting but, here in 7 he Shore,
has a strange, silent and menacing beauty.

In later works of the Dymchurch series
Nash went on to introduce new elements,
in particular a block of masonry, like a
fort, which he himself termed a "blockhouse" so that the reference to the war
is even more explicit. Later still the sea
was to become itself a mysterious No Man'
Land, as in the zig-zagging perspectives of
N'inter Sea at York, and finally, in the
second world war, a sea of ruined aircraft
with waves of scarred, skeleton wings in
the Tate Gallery's Totes Meer, both of
which are derived from the Dymchurch
scene but with a symbolism heightened by
the surrealist developments of the thirties.
At the same time that Nash was working
on the Dymchurch
series, he was involved with other projects, one of which,
although less to his personal taste and
abilities, was directly concerned with
Leeds. His patron, Sir Michael Sadler,
probably as a result of admiration for the
series of large canvases painted by war
artists, including Nash's Menin Road—
recently installed in the Imperial War
Museum
conceived the idea of a series of
decorations for the Victoria Hall in Leeds
Town Hall. These, although often referred to as frescoes, were to be immense
canvases attached to the walls. Sadler
offered to commission seven young painters
to produce designs for these canvases at

—

his own expense, to submit these to a panel

consisting of the directors of the National
Gallery, the Wallace Collection and the
Tate Gallery, under the chairmanship of
Sir William Rothenstein, then Professor of
Civic Arts at Sheffield, and afterwards to
the City Fathers. So, in 1920, Nash was
again in Leeds, with his brother and the
other chosen artists, to decide on the
allotment of the canvases and the subjects
to be depicted. It was essential, as Sadler
realised, that the whole should be unified
and harmonious but the strong personalities of the painters who included Edward
Wadsworth, Stanley Spencer and Jacob
Kramer made this very difficult which,
together with petty squabbles amongst
the painters and angry attacks from local
and more convervative artists, caused the
scheme to be relinquished.
Sadler, however, retained the drawings
which he had paid for and, after his death,
his son, Michael Sadleir, gave the set to
the Leeds collection. Paul Nash's two
designs are The Quarry (fig. 10) and The
Canal (fig. 9) but he was not satisfied with
them and wrote to Rothenstein:
"It was my first experience of preparing
a show design in one medium for a design,
infinitely larger in scale, to be executed in
another medium and I have been terribly
oppressed most of the time.... I think one
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decoration

of Leeds

Toevn

1920, pen and
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Hall,

inches, given by
Michael Sadlei r.
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Paul Dash
The 0uarry, design for

of Leeds
Tomn Hall, 1920, pen
and mater-colour, 14 x
21 inches, given by
the decoration

Michael Sadleir.

reason for my failure is that I never make
detailed drawings for a large painting,
both The Menin Road and the Canadian
picture you saw practically grew on the
canvas.... I must persevere in a new
system."
Here again it is evident that the tremendous
experience of the war had
enabled Nash to paint his vision of the
Menin Road directly, on a grand scale,
But,
almost, he implies, automatically.
faced with the necessity of enlarging a
more conventional landscape, he lacked
the necessary impetus and, further more,
the subjects were drawn from the industrial
landscape, far remote from the glades of
the pre-war parklands. The results, theredesigns,
fore, are neat, tidy, inhuman
carefully delineated, basically composed of
straight lines mainly vertical, the strata
of the quarry, the mill-chimneys beyond
the canal as far removed as it is possible
to imagine from the cubist vigour which is
their ultimate stylistic derivation. The
awkwardness of the shapes imposed upon

—
—

the artist was also probably inhibiting
but one feels that, on a larger scale, they
would have seemed cold and distant in
their distinctness. In the designs the pale
washes of water-colour limply fill in the
careful
spaces between the draughtsman's
lines, a remarkable example of the way in
which a style becomes impotent for lack of
real sympathy with the subject matter.
How strange they would have seemed in
the ornate grandeur of the Town Hall.
As the twenties moved on and the
experience of the war began to fade, Nash
began to search for new subjects. In the
of his autonotes for the continuation
biography, Outline, his first phrase for the
twenties was: "Struggles of a war artist
without a war". Towards the end of the
decade the struggle becomes evident in the
tautness of his work. The Cezanne-cubist
influence becomes a strict, matter-of-fact,
mechanical process for controlling nature
within the limits of a composition, producing a staid, orderly eff'ect, whilst the
paint surface appears drab and the colour

monotonous.
Nash experimented
with
subjects at a slight remove from landscape,
birds and plants, like the next Leeds
painting, Bog-Cotton (fig. 11) of about 1927,
but they are fitted into his compositions
as if imprisoned and unable to flourish
freely. There is a suggestion of the struggle
of organic life against the strict order of
verticals and horizontals which conveys a
hint that Nash, too, was struggling to find
a free means of expression. The plants he
chooses, however, are nearly always dried
and withered so that they appear rough
and brittle, almost as if, in their weariness,
they have given way to the domination of
the straight line which breaks and bends
them. Perhaps it is possible to trace back
to the war again, when Nash first became
interested in the grotesque shapes of lifeless nature, the whole harvest of dried
seed-heads and grasses which spread like
loose-strife over English painting of the
mid-twentieth century.
Bog-Cotton is, nevertheless, a good illustration of the painter's approach to stilllife. The high view-point from which the
table is seen is derived from Cezanne; the
emphasis on the mechanical structure of
the drawing board is linked with the cubist
interest in mechanical forms and thus to
the concept of functionalism. The sagging
flower-heads and the trailing grasses conform to the schematic arrangement which
is broken only by the swelling curves of
the bowl. The books in the background,
with their ranges of parallel lines, replace
the window frames which form a scaffolding behind so many other still-life
subjects and admit a suggestion of light
and air. Here the plant is completely enclosed and the tilting of the subject in line
with the canvas plane creates an impression of airlessness, almost of mustiness,
which is heightened by the soft, fading
browns and greys of the colour-scheme.
The range of colours, the use of pools of
light and shadow, the variety of tints Nash
introduces on the drawing-board
table,
echoed on the spines of the books, owe
much to Cezanne and also to the washes of
water-colour painting, a medium both
artists practised with dexterity. Nash occasionally used an impasto technique but
in general tended to use oil paint so thinly
that it looks like water-colour and allows

iI'he

grain of the canvas to give an all-over,
unifying eflect, just as a water-colourist
makes use of a coarse-grained paper. In
Bo~-Cotton he combines thin paint, in the
lights, with strongly grained thicker paint
in the darker passages, employing a brushstroke which resembles hatching in a
drawing. He seems to have aimed at the
effect of a faded, tinted drawing which has
lost the life and vitality of its original
colours but retains a nostalgic, autumnal
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Paul Plash
Atilt Life, Itog Cotton,
painted about 1927, oil
on canvas, 36 x
bought 1948.

28< inches,

charm.
At the beginning of the thirties, Nash
was engaged on a great many activities,
sidelines to his career as a painter, which
were an outlet for his energetic and conscientious personality,
particularly with
regard to the organisation of the group of
artists called Unit One and in a number of
schemes for the applied arts. At the same
time he was working on his illustrations for
Sir Thomas Browne's Urne Buriall and The

of Cyrus, published by Cassels in
1932, whose fantastic prose, teeming with
abstruse imagery, re-awakened in Nash a
taste for a more literary style of imagemaking. This paved the way for the great
influence which was to distinguish
his
Garden
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Circle of the ttdonoliths,
signed, painted 1938,
oil on canvas, 31 x 41
inches, bought 1950.
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painting in this decade, the work on the
continent of the Surrealists. In 1931 he
published an article on di Chirico in The
Listener, and by 1933 was writing enthusiastically of the work of Max Ernst in
?he Weelc-end Review. He was particularly
attracted
to their dream symbolism,
although he could never agree to the value
of automatic painting and insisted that
symbolic material had to be ordered by the
artistic intelligence. He was not prepared
to forego his view of the artist as a creative
disciplinarian. It is because of this that
the idea of analogy in nature, the interpenetration of symbols, seas which look like
battlefields, for example, appealed to him,
because it was, like a figure of speech,
an act of creative power by which the
new realms of
artist could illuminate
experience. Because of this his symbols are
and solemn images,
always deliberate
sought out frequently by the camera which
he was fond of using, but juxtaposed in

such a way as to produce that favourite
Surrealist thrill: a sense of the disquieting,
one of the most frequently used terms in
his letters after 1930.
He remained, however, always a landscape painter, and it is this equation of
landscape with surrealism which is the
important English contribution to the art
of the second quarter of this century. Nash
had always been interested in landscapes
which, though empty of human beings,
had sinister, human overtones, as in the
In the thirties he sought
battlefields.
landscapes which had contained mystery
for the primitive mind: the great prehistoric sites, Avebury and Stonehenge, where
the great boulders, now merging into the
landscape, retain the magic instilled by
pagan worhsip. In the exhibition of
photographs, Paul Josh's Camera, theartist's
widow added a note to the catalogue entry
for a photograph entitled "Stone Personage,
"the stone is indeed charged
Avebury"

—

with mana, and is, as the artist called it,
a personage in its own right".
It was this photograph, and others of
included
Avebury
in that exhibition,
which Nash used as a model and the inspiration for the third important Leeds
painting, 7he Circle of the Monoliths, 1938
(fig. 12I. This again forms part of a series
begun in the mid-thirties all of which deal
with the theme of the prehistoric sites.
Nash described this series in his own words:
"The preoccupation of the stones has
been a separate pursuit
always
and
interest aside from that of object-personages. My interest began with the discovery
of the Avebury megaliths when I was
staying at Marlborough in the summer of
1933. The great stones were then in their
wild state, so to speak. Some were half
covered by the grass, others stood up in the
cornfields were entangled and overgrown
in the copses, some were buried under the
turf. But they were always wonderful and
disquieting, and, as I saw them then, I
shall always remember them....
"Their colouring and pattern, their
patina of golden lichen, all enhanced
their strange forms and mystical significance. Thereafter, I hunted stones, by
the seashore, on the downs, in the furrows.
"In most instances, the pictures coming
out of this preoccupation were concerned
with stones seen solely as objects in relation
to landscape, as in the Landscape of the
Megalith Series, or as stone objects related
to other objects, or groups of objects. But
later certain stone personages evolved,
such as the stone birds in the Rest oj'ild
Stones and the more "abstract" forms in
Fucounter in the Afternoon. In the later,
larger compositions
Circle of the Monoliths
and JVocturnal Landscape the stones have a
character influenced by the conditions of

—

Dream."
The Leeds painting,

therefore, comes
well towards the end of the series and it
consists of two merged landscapes, like
the super-imposed images of the camera.
To Avebury is added the bay at Swanage
which Nash had described in an article

called Swanage or Seaside Surrealism for the
Architectural Review, 1936, using a lighthearted style in the manner of John
Piper or Betjeman. He had noted, however, that "in the early days, Swanage

was a haunt for turtles and crocodiles, as
the fossil remains will show" and, a link
with Dymchurch, how the bay "was protected by the great chalk cliff and the
reefs of Purbeck rock" ending with a favourite theme: "a strange fascination like
all things which combine beauty, ugliness
and the power to disquiet".
The dream-mechanism
by which the
two landscapes are merged he described
as follows: "Circle of the Monoliths (1938)
is a picture of the kind of dream that might
come to a sleeper who had lately spent
hours on the shore of Swanage Bay where
the cliffs are like these cliff's. And not long
before the dreamer had walked in a field
near Avebury
and wondered
at the
strangely patterned megaliths that stood
up here and there between the hedges.
Perhaps each place made a very deep
impression, deeper than he knew. But in
the dream the sea invades the fields, the
hedges take the place of breakwaters, the
great monoliths and their pools of shadow
seem to reappear in the form of needles of
white chalk, another kind of monolith.
And to complete the magic circle, a spout
of water rises from the sea in a narrow cone.
"I do not say I dreamed the picture. It
is simply a painting concerned with two
landscapes or a landscape and a seascape
of particular
character and peculiar
beauty with whose appearance
I was
intimate, even enchanted. The paralogism
of dream frees me to paint a picture where
the two images are fused."
These two long quotations about "the
stones" are Nash's own account of his
artistic development, begun in 1943, under
the title, Picture History, but never completed or published.
They were first
printed in Mr. Anthony Bertram's farranging survey of Nash's life and work,
Paul JVash, a Portrait of an Artist, 1955, from
which also many of the biographical
details used in this article have been
taken. It seemed worthwhile re-printing
them as the artist's own words must have
more value than any other interpretation
and it is interesting to hear his own
account of the deliberation which evolved
this remarkable work, a conscious evocation of a possible dream, this disquieting
landscape of strangely inanimate
personalities.
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The disquiet which provided such a
thrill for the surrealists was soon to give
way to a new disquiet and the war artist
was to find himself with a war again.
Nash was soon made an ofFicial war artist
and in 1940 began to work for the Air
Ministry. The idea of flying, of floating
through the clouds, was a dream sensation which soon enthralled him, although
he was never allowed to fly himself. At the
same time, the sinister menace of aeroplanes continued this theme in his work
and he was even able to link this with his
interest in pre-history: "We can only find
the equivalent of the Hampden bomber in
the mists of pre-history", he wrote in an
article, The Personality of Planes, published
in Vogue, 1942, "It is plainly some sort
of pterodactyl. It is something of the
reptile and yet apart from being a plane
it is a creature of the skies". With this
in mind, he produced a
metamorphosis
whole series of water-colours and drawings,

—

—

of them concerned with "Bomber
Lairs" where he added the idea of hidden
menace to the image of the nest which he

many

had already used in the stones series.
These pictures from the second world
war are to be found in most public collections to which they were presented by
the Government through the War
Committee. Leeds possesses three
studies
of bombers; two, Long- JVosed,
Blenheim and Wellington Bombers tejatching
the skies, are studies of planes in their
hangars, in both cases a suggestion of
personality is given in the titles. The third
water-colour, Bomber in a Wood, shows the
tangled wreckage of a German bomber
with its sinister sign of the swastika, contrasting once more with the autumn tints
of the English countryside which had been
Nash's early inspiration. It was to be the
theme again for his last group of watercolours before his death in 1946.
Artists'dvisory
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